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We show how to effectively introduce a proper description of the velocity-changing collisions into the model
of isolated molecular transition for the case of self- and Ar-perturbed H2. We demonstrate that the billiard-
ball (BB) approximation of the H2-H2 and H2-Ar potentials gives an accurate description of the velocity-
changing collisions. The BB model results are compared with ab initio classical molecular dynamics simu-
lations (CMDS). It is shown that the BB model correctly reproduces not only the principal properties such
as frequencies of velocity-changing collisions or collision kernels, but also other characteristics of H2-H2 and
H2-Ar gas kinetics like rate of speed-changing collisions. Finally, we present line-shape measurement of Q(1)
line of the first overtone band of self-perturbed H2. We quantify the systematic errors of line-shape analysis
caused by the use of oversimplified description of velocity-changing collisions. These conclusions will have sig-
nificant impact on recent rapidly developing ultra-accurate metrology based on Doppler-limited spectroscopic
measurements like Doppler-width thermometry, atmosphere monitoring, Boltzmann constant determination
or transition position and intensity determination for fundamental studies.

PACS numbers: 32.70.Jz

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years significant progress was done in molec-
ular spectroscopy of gas samples. One can note the
tremendous increase in accuracy and precision of line
shape measurement in the Doppler limited spectroscopy.
Let us only mention ultra high sensitivity1,2 approach-
ing 10−13 cm−1, measurement of transition frequencies3

with accuracy at the kHz level, determination of Boltz-
mann constant from Doppler line broadening4,5 with ac-
curacy approaching 10−5 and ultra high signal-to-noise
ratio6 beyond 105 level. Such progress is accompanied
by the development of line shape theory of isolated spec-
tral line. To give a proper description of the shape of
spectral line, two main processes resulting from molecu-
lar collision need to be taken into account. The first one
is a change of molecule phase or state and the second one
is a change of molecule velocity. This paper is devoted to
the second process i.e. velocity changes due to collisions,
which are responsible for the Dicke narrowing effect.7

Semi-analytical models of spectral line shapes8–14 al-
low to include simultaneously basic effects15 such as
Doppler broadening, Dicke narrowing,7 speed-dependent
collision broadening and shifting,16 correlation between
velocity-changing and dephasing or state changing
collisions17 and nonimpact effects.18 Ab initio line shape

a)Electronic mail: piotr.wcislo@fizyka.umk.pl.

calculations based on quantum mechanical scattering and
solving transport/relaxation equation19–21 or based on
classical molecular dynamic simulations (CMDS)22,23 can
significantly reduce the number of approximations for
spectra evaluation.

A realistic description of the velocity-changing col-
lisions is crucial to accurately analyze measured spec-
tra. Moreover velocity-changing collisions are essential
for many processes in gases such as thermalization, mass
diffusion, heat transfer or viscosity. To these ends, fast
and computationally efficient models describing velocity
changing collisions are needed. The quality of such mod-
els should be verified by comparison with ab initio cal-
culations.

At present, to the best of our knowledge, the most
realistic models describing velocity-changing collisions
applicable in line shape calculation19,24,25 and used for
fitting of experimental data25–32 are the billiard-ball
(BB) model19,33,34 and a bit more general Blackmore
model,19,35 which assumes repulsive inverse-power poten-
tial. The most important advantage of the BB model is
that it allows to take into account the speed-dependence
of frequency of velocity-changing collisions as well as the
speed- and direction-changing collisions for a given per-
turber/absorber mass ratio in a proper way.

The aim of this paper is to show that the BB approxi-
mations of real H2-H2 and H2-Ar collision potentials lead
to appropriate kinetic properties. We check it by refer-
ring the results obtained from the BB model to those
from ab initio classical molecular dynamic simulations
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(CMDS). To compare the H2-H2 and H2-Ar gases kinet-
ics, we directly compared the collision kernels resulting
from the BB model and from CMDS. Moreover we de-
veloped an operator formalism allowing evaluation of the
autocorrelation function for different molecule velocity-
related quantities for any model of velocity-changing col-
lisions, see Sec. III. We used it to compare the relaxations
of kinetic properties obtained from the BB model with
those from CMDS.
Finally, the BB model was confronted with the self-

broadened shape of the Q(1) line of the first overtone
band of H2 measured using a cavity ring-down spec-
troscopy (CRDS)1 system. We quantified the system-
atic errors in molecular spectra analysis caused by use
of oversimplified phenomenological models of velocity-
changing collisions like the hard- and soft-collision (SC36

and HC37, respectively) models often used in spec-
tral line shapes analysis.17,38–45. These results al-
low to remove the limitations on accuracy of physi-
cal quantities obtained from spectra analysis and there-
fore they are important for optical metrology based on
molecular spectroscopy like Doppler-width thermometry
and Boltzmann constant determination,4,5,46 atmosphere
monitoring,47,48 or transition position and intensity de-
termination for fundamental studies.49

II. DESCRIPTION OF VELOCITY-CHANGING

COLLISIONS

Intermolecular collisions in gas phase lead to the
change of the molecule initial velocity ~v0. This phe-
nomenon can be investigated using the probability
P (~v, t;~v0) that the molecule having the velocity ~v0 at
t = 0 will have the velocity ~v at time t.50,51 The time evo-
lution of this probability is determined by the velocity-
changing collision operator ŜVC describing intermolec-
ular collisions in gas and can be found by solving the
following integro-differential equation

∂

∂t
P (~v, t;~v0) = ŜVCP (~v, t;~v0) (1)

with the initial condition P (~v, 0;~v0) = δ3(~v − ~v0). The

collision operator ŜVC from Eq. (1) can be expressed in
terms of the collision kernel f(~v ← ~v′) describing proba-

bility rates of velocity-change from ~v′ to ~v

ŜVCP (~v, t;~v0)

=

∫

d3~v′ [f(~v ← ~v′)P (~v′, t;~v0)− f(~v′ ← ~v)P (~v, t;~v0)] .

(2)

It is also convenient19,33,52,53 to introduce the operator

Ŝf
VC which is related to the operator ŜVC in the following

way

ŜVCfm(~v)h(~v) = fm(~v)Ŝf
VCh(~v). (3)

Here, h(~v) is some function of ~v and fm(~v) =
(πv2m)−3/2 exp(−v2/v2m) is the Maxwellian distribution of

the investigated molecule velocity ~v, vm =
√

2kBT/m1

is the most probable speed of this molecule, m1 being its
molecular mass, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the gas
temperature.
One of the simplest model describing the velocity-

changing collisions is a HC model37,39 assuming that the
molecule velocity is totally thermalized after each colli-
sion. The collision kernel associated with this model is
given by a simple analytical formula

fHC(~v ← ~v′) = νdifffm(~v), (4)

where νdiff is an effective frequency of velocity-changing
collisions, see Appendix A. This simple model does not
originate from any particular description of binary colli-
sions therefore we treat it here as a phenomenological ap-
proximation to a proper description of velocity-changing
collisions. Note that the HC model should not be at-
tributed to the case of light molecules diluted in infinitely
heavier perturbers bath. In such a case only the veloc-
ity direction is thermalized, while the molecule speed re-
mains unchanged under the collision. For more details
see Refs. 24 and 27, and Appendix A.
A more advanced model describing velocity-changing

collisions, which allows to properly incorporate the mass
ratio of colliding pair is the so called billiard-ball model or
rigid-spheres model.19,33,34 In this approach, the molec-
ular potential is modelled by considering only the repul-
sive wall of two rigid spheres having masses m1 and m2.
The collision kernel for the BB model can be expressed
analytically following Liao, Bjorkholm, and Berman34

fBB(~v ← ~v′) = ν(0)
1

v2m

3

32π

√
1 + α(1 + α)2

α2

1√
v2 − 2vv′ cos θ + v′2

×

× exp

(

− (1− α)2

4α

v′2

v2m
− (1 + α)2

4α

v2

v2m
− (α+ 1)(α− 1)

2α

vv′

v2m
cos θ +

αv2v′2 sin2 θ

v2m(v2 − 2vv′ cos θ + v′2)

)

,

(5)

where θ is the angle between ~v and ~v′,

ν(0) = (8/3)
√
π(α−1 + 1)−1/2vmn2d

2 (6)

is the first-order effective frequency of velocity-changing
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collisions, see also Appendix A and Refs. 24 and 33,
α = m2/m1 is the perturber to investigated molecule
mass ratio, d is the mean hard-sphere diameter of the
colliding particles and n2 is the density number of per-
turbers. This kernel was applied to studies of velocity-
changing collisions in two-photon spectroscopy.34

The matrix elements of the collision operator Ŝf
VC for

the BB model in the basis of the Burnett function can be
evaluated from analytical expressions given by Lindenfeld
and Shizgal.54 This operator was used for the study of
Dicke narrowed spectral lines.19,24

Collision kernels can be also derived from CMDS as
done in Refs. 51 and 55 where details of calculations can
be found. From an interaction potential, the time evo-
lution of a large number of molecules can be computed
using classical mechanics.56 For the present study, CMDS
have been performed as follows. The molecules are ini-
tially randomly placed inside a cubic box with the con-
straint that they should be separated from each other
by distances at which the interaction potential is negligi-
ble, thus forbidding any unphysical situations involving
strong intermolecular interactions at time zero. Several
hundred of boxes with periodic boundary conditions have
been used, each contains about 5000 molecules (more in
the case of mixture). The size of each box is deduced
from the perfect gas law, with the temperature and den-
sity used in the calculation. For the velocities, speeds
verifying a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution have been
randomly attributed to the molecules while random val-
ues have been chosen for velocity-orientations. At each
time step, the central force applied to each molecule by
its neighbors is computed. The velocity and hence the
position of the molecules are then determined at each
time step. A temporization time has been observed in or-
der to ensure that the initial configuration is completely
thermalized.56

The velocity modulus and orientation have been dis-
cretized into intervals in which each molecule has been
labelled. The time evolution of the system has been then
followed by considering, at each time step, the fraction of
the molecules having an initial velocity ~v0 (whose modu-
lus is in one speed interval ∆vi) which have a velocity ~v
whose modulus is in another interval (∆vj) and making
an angle θ(t) (within an interval ∆θk) with respect to ~v0.
This quantity is directly related to the conditional prob-
ability P (~v, t;~v0). As shown in Ref. 51, from the slopes
of the conditional probabilities at time zero, one can di-
rectly determine the collision kernels fCMDS(~v ← ~v′).

III. AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION

Important information about relaxation of molecule
velocity, speed or direction of motion caused by collisions
in gas can be found using the concept of the autocorre-
lation function.57 The autocorrelation function Φg(~v)(t)
for some quantity g(~v) dependent of the molecule velocity

can be defined as the following statistical average:

Φg(~v)(t) = 〈g[~v(t)]g[~v(0)]〉Stat.Av. =

=

∫

d3~v

∫

d3 ~v0 g(~v)P (~v, t;~v0)g(~v0)fm(~v0) =

=

∫

d3~v g(~v)φg(~v)(~v, t),

(7)

where

φg(~v)(~v, t) =

∫

d3 ~v0 P (~v, t;~v0)g(~v0)fm(~v0). (8)

It can be shown, by multiplying both sides of Eq. (1) by
g(~v0)fm(~v0) and integrating it over the initial velocity
~v0, that the function φg(~v)(~v, t) also fulfils the kinetic
equation, Eq. (1)

∂

∂t
φg(~v)(~v, t) = ŜVCφg(~v)(~v, t) (9)

with the initial condition φg(~v)(~v, 0) = g(~v)fm(~v). The
function φg(~v)(~v, t) can be expressed in terms of a func-
tion hg(~v)(~v, t) as φg(~v)(~v, t) = hg(~v)(~v, t)fm(~v). Using
Eq. (3), the kinetic equation, Eq. (9), can be transformed
to

∂

∂t
hg(~v)(~v, t) = Ŝf

VChg(~v)(~v, t), (10)

which is analogous to Eq. (9), but with the operator Ŝf
VC

instead of ŜVC. In this case the initial condition for the
function hg(~v)(~v, t) should be taken as hg(~v)(~v, 0) = g(~v).
The autocorrelation function Φg(~v)(t) can be given by the
following expression

Φg(~v)(t) =

∫

d3~v fm(~v)g(~v)hg(~v)(~v, t) (11)

using the introduced function hg(~v)(~v, t).

Having given the collision operator Ŝf
VC, the autocorre-

lation function can be calculated using its eigenvalues λn

and its unity normalized,
∫

d3~v fm(~v)en(~v)en′(~v) = δn,n′ ,
eigenfunctions en(~v), enumerated by discreet index n,
which fulfil standard eigenequation

Ŝf
VCen(~v) = λnen(~v). (12)

It follows from Eqs. (10) and (12) that each eigenfunction
en(~v) will decay with its characteristic rate given by the
corresponding eigenvalue λn. Hence the solution of Eq.
(10) can be obtained in the form of series

hg(~v)(~v, t) =

∞
∑

n=0

ane
λnten(~v), (13)

where

an =

∫

d3~v fm(~v)g(~v)en(~v). (14)
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Inserting Eq. (13) into Eq. (11), the following series for
the autocorrelation function is obtained

Φg(~v)(t) =

∞
∑

n=0

a2ne
λnt. (15)

The expression given above was used to calculate the
autocorrelation function for the BB model but can be
easily applied in other cases in which the matrix elements

of Ŝf
VC in some set of basis function are known. Simple

analytical forms of Eq. (15) for the SC and HC cases are
given in Appendix B.
The calculations of the autocorrelation function, in

case of molecular dynamic simulations, are performed by
applying the definition given by Eq. (7) in the appropri-
ate form for limited sample in the statistical average51

Φg(~v)(t) =
1

N

N
∑

i=0

g[~vi(t)]g[~vi(0)]. (16)

Here ~vi(t) is the time-dependent velocity of i-th traced
molecule and N is the number of molecule traces used
for the average in Eq. (16).

IV. INTERACTION POTENTIALS AND ASSUMED

PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

Isotropic Lennard-Jones potentials V (r) =
4ε[(σ/r)12 − (σ/r)6] describing the H2-H2 and H2-
Ar interactions are presented in the Fig. 1 (b) and
(c), respectively, as black solid lines. Parameters of
these potentials were taken from Ref. 58 (for H2-H2:
εH2-H2

/kB = 33.50 K, σH2-H2
= 2.93 Å and for H2-

Ar: εH2-Ar/kB = 64.8 K, σH2-Ar = 3.16 Å). These
potentials were directly used for CMDS. Within the
BB model the mean diameters of the hard spheres
related to H2-H2 and H2-Ar colliding molecules were
chosen such that the hard-spheres wall intersects the
Lennard-Jones potentials at the mean collisional energy
(ǫ/kB = (3/2)T = 444 K at T = 296 K), see blue solid
lines in Fig. 1 (b) and (c). Consequently, the mean
hard-sphere diameters of colliding particles for H2-H2

and H2-Ar are dH2−H2 = 2.53 Å and dH2−Ar = 2.84 Å,
respectively. As a reference, the Maxwellian distribution
of collision energy is shown in Fig. 1 (a) for T = 296 K.
The level of the energy corresponding to the most
probable speed (296 K) and the level of the mean energy
(444 K) are indicated by orange and red dashed lines,
respectively.
The real H2-H2 and H2-Ar potentials are almost

isotropic and in the description of the velocity-changing
collisions, even at high level of experimental spectra ac-
curacy, the anisotropic terms can be neglected. Note,
however, that the process of phase/state changing under
collision, which is out of the scope of this paper, is very
sensitive to the anisotropic part of the potential and to
describe it, a full potential energy surface (PES) should
be considered.

aL bL cLH2-H2 H2-Ar
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Maxwell-Boltzmann collision en-
ergy distribution for T = 296 K. (b) and (c) Isotropic
Lennard-Jones potential for colliding H2-H2 and H2-Ar, re-
spectively. The hard-sphere potentials, illustrated by blue
lines, were constructed so that they intersect the Lennard-
Jones curves at the mean collision energy (ǫ/kB = 444K).
The mean hard-sphere diameters for H2-H2 and H2-Ar are
dH2−H2 = 2.53 Å and dH2−Ar = 2.84 Å, respectively.

In the following calculations we assumed that the
masses of H2 and Ar are mH2 = 2.016 u and mAr =
39.96 u, respectively.59

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. H2-H2 collisions

One of the most fundamental parameter describing the
velocity-changing collisions is the effective frequency of
these collisions νdiff related to the diffusion coefficient D,
see Appendix A. The first-order approximation to νdiff
within the BB model, is given by Eq. (6). For the H2-
H2 system with the mass ratio α = 1 and the mean
hard-sphere diameters dH2−H2

= 2.53 Å in the hydro-
gen density nH2

= 1 amg and temperature T = 296 K

the following ν
(0)
H2−H2

= 1/(111.34 ps) is obtained. The

value of νdiff,H2−H2
= ν

(0)
H2−H2

/fD = 1/(113.45 ps) is ob-

tained using a technique presented by Lindenfeld,33 see
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also Ref. 24. The fD factor for the BB model depends
only on the mass ratio and fD ≈ 1.018954 for α = 1.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) and (b) Collision kernel for H2-
H2 for T = 296 K and nH2 = 1 amg. Dots correspond to
kernel obtained from CMDS51 and solid lines to kernel from
BB model. Black, blue and red colors designate the results
for θk = 36◦, 90◦ and 144◦, respectively. Charts (a) and (b)
were plotted for vi = 1563 m/s and for vi = 2657 m/s, re-
spectively. For comparison, the HC kernel with the effective
frequency of velocity-changing collisions νdiff = 1/τCMDS

~v =
1/(113.4 ps) = 8.82×109 s−1 is plotted as a gray dashed line.
The θk angle element was sin θk∆θk = ∆(− cos θk) = 0.2 and
the speed element ∆v = 214.096 m/s.
(c) and (d) Collision kernel for H2-Ar for T = 296 K. Dots and
solid lines correspond to kernels for a mixture of 0.05 amg of
H2 and 0.95 amg of Ar obtained from CMDS and BB, respec-
tively. The dashed lines correspond to the BB kernel for the
case of H2 infinitely diluted in Ar (nAr = 1 amg, nH2 ≪ nAr).
Black, blue and red colors designate the θk = 25.84◦, 84.26◦

and 154.16◦ angles, respectively. (c) and (d) panel correspond
to vi = 1633 m/s and vi = 2266 m/s, respectively. The HC
kernel with the effective frequency of velocity-changing col-
lisions νdiff = 1/τCMDS

~v = 1/(65.8 ps) = 15.20 × 109 s−1

is plotted as a gray dashed line. The θk angle element
was sin θk∆θk = ∆(− cos θk) = 0.2 and the speed element
∆v = 210.962 m/s.

The effective frequency of velocity-changing collisions
gives only an average measure of collisional properties.
Much deeper description can be deduced from the form of
the collision kernels, which give the rate of the molecule
velocity change from ~vi before the collision to ~vj after

the collision. In the following text, we denote the angle
between ~vi and ~vj by θk. The comparison between ker-
nels obtained with CMDS and the BB model is shown
in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Both kernels are almost the same
within the CMDS numerical noise, what demonstrates
that the hard-sphere approximation gives a very good
description of H2-H2 collisions. Note that these two cal-
culations originate from the same H2-H2 potential, see
Fig. 1, and no parameter was adjusted. In Fig. 2, for
comparison, we have also plotted the collision kernel for
the HC model (gray dashed line) given by Eq. (4). This
kernel does not depend on the θk angle and coincides
with ab initio CMDS kernel only for θk ≈ 90◦. This es-
sential difference between the HC and ab initio CMDS
kernels is the principal physical reason explaining why
profiles originating from HC model17,39,43,44 are not able
to fully reproduce the high quality molecular spectra of
self-perturbed hydrogen, see Sec. VI. Note that the effec-
tive frequency of the velocity-changing collisions in the
HC model was set to match the relaxation time of veloc-
ity in CMDS, see discussion later on.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Normalized autocorrelation functions
(a) for self perturbed H2 and (b) for H2 perturbed by Ar/H2

mixture (95% of Ar atoms and 5% of H2 molecules) as a
function of normalized time. The points are for CMDS, the
solid lines (—–) are for the BB model, the dashed lines (- - -)
for the SC model and the dotted lines (· · · ) for the HC model.
The black, green, blue and red colors correspond to g(~v) = v,
v2, ~v/v and ~v, respectively. Note that in the first chart the
red and blue dots are superimposed.

A further consistency of the ab initio CMDS and the
BB model can be clearly seen from the comparison of
molecule speed, square of velocity, velocity orientation
and velocity relaxation using the concept of autocorrela-
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tion functions introduced in Section III. The autocorre-
lation functions Φg(~v)(t) for g(~v) = v, v2, ~v/v and ~v for
pure H2 are shown in Fig. 3 (a). We used Eq. (15) for
the BB model and Eq. (16) for CMDS, like in Refs. 51
and 58. For comparison, we also plotted in Fig. 3 (a)
the autocorrelation functions for the phenomenological
HC and SC models. For that, their effective frequency of
velocity-changing collision was adjusted to the relaxation
time of the velocity-autocorrelation function τ~v obtained
from CMDS. Analytical expressions for autocorrelation
functions for HC and SC are given in Appendix B.
As can be seen in Fig. 3 (a), curves for CMDS, BB, and

HC models are so close one to each other that they cannot
be distinguished when one looks on each particular case
of the quantity for which the autocorrelation function is
calculated. It shows that if we compare only these four
Φv, Φv2 , Φ~v/v, and Φ~v autocorrelation functions then the
CMDS, BB, and HC models are very much equivalent in
the self-perturbing case. Far different results were ob-
tained for the SC model. Apart from Φ~v, which was cho-
sen such as to have the same relaxation time as CMDS,
other autocorrelation functions, especially Φv and Φv2 ,
for the SC model decay significantly faster than those for
CMDS, BB, and HC models, what means that the anal-
ysis of these relaxation processes clearly distinguish the
SC model from the three others.
To express the relaxation of the g(~v) functions quanti-

tatively we determine the relaxation times of the autocor-
relation functions from exponential fits to the curves from

Fig. 3 (a) of the form Φg(~v)(t) = C
(0)
g(~v) + C

(1)
g(~v)e

−t/τg(~v) ,

see Table I. The fits for the H2-H2 system were per-
formed for the time interval from 0 ps to 628 ps, while
for the H2-Ar system, see Sec. VB, the interval was from

0 ps to 2500 ps. The constants C
(0)
g(~v) = Φg(~v)(∞) =

[
∫

d3~vfm(~v)g(~v)]2 and C
(1)
g(~v) + C

(0)
g(~v) = Φg(~v)(0) =

∫

d3~vfm(~v)[g(~v)]2 were determined from the autocorrela-
tion functions behaviour for t = 0, and t→∞. Their val-
ues for ~v, v2, v, and ~v/v are given in Ref. 51. The agree-
ment between results for CMDS and BB model demon-
strates that the ab initio BB model provides appropriate
description of velocity-changing collisions for pure H2.
Remind that the BB model does not make use of any
adjustable parameters; the size of repulsive spheres was
taken directly from the interaction potential and in this
sense this model is labelled as ab initio.
At this point it should be noted that in general, when

the collision operator Ŝf
VC is not diagonal in the Bur-

nett basis, νdiff is not exactly equal to 1/τ~v but only
approximately. It is caused by the fact that in general
the autocorrelation function Φ~v cannot be represented by
a simple decreasing exponential function, see Eqs. (14)
and (15) and Refs. 60 and 61. Within the BB model,
applied here for the H2-H2 system, the frequency of the
velocity-changing collisions νdiff is smaller than 1/τ~v by
about 0.7%.
Table I contains also the relaxation times for HC and

SC models. It was shown in Appendix B of Ref. 51

TABLE I. Relaxation times for CMDS and for the BB model
(in ps). Results for H2-H2 for nH2 = 1 amg and for H2-Ar for
nH2 = 0.95 amg and nAr = 0.05 amg. The values of νdiff for
the HC model and for the SC model were chosen such as to
make their velocity relaxation times τ~v equal to τ~v obtained
from CMDS. The wAr parameter is a percentage content of
argon in H2 + Ar mixture.

H2-H2

τ~v τv2 τv τ~v/v

CMDS 113.4 122.7 124.6 113.8

BB 112.7 114.4 122.9 119.5

HC 113.4 113.4 113.4 113.4

SC 113.4 56.7 54.4 98.9

H2-Ar

τ~v τv2 τv τ~v/v

CMDS(wAr=95%) 65.8 595.3 599.0 73.4

BB(wAr=100%) 69.1 733.6 822.1 94.6

BB(wAr=95%) 70.4 576.7 640.1 95.1

HC 65.8 65.8 65.8 65.8

SC 65.8 32.9 31.6 57.4

that within the HC model the relaxation times for any
g(~v) functions are the same and equal to 1/νdiff. The HC
model is also called the single-relaxation time model.39

Comparing the very similar values of relaxation times for
v2, v, and ~v/v from the HC and CMDS models one may
incorrectly interpret that the HC model gives a proper
description of H2-H2 collisional kinetics. However, as we
have already shown, by comparing the collision kernels
(Fig. 2 (a)), the HC model gives a description of velocity-
changing collisions for H2-H2, which is far from the ab

initio CMDS. These two models can be also clearly dis-
tinguished by comparing the relaxation times of higher
powers of speed v, see Fig. 4. For the HC model, the
relaxation time τvx is independent of x as predicted in
Ref. 51 but for CMDS we see a decrease of τvx with an
increase of x. One can also note that a similar, but not
exactly the same, decrease is observed for the BB model.
It also supports conclusion that the BB model reproduces
much better results from CMDS than HC. The deviation
between CMDS and the BB model is caused by the fact
that the hard-sphere potential does not exactly repro-
duce the whole structure of the Lennard-Jones potential,
in particular its minimum and attractive long-range part,
see Fig. 1.

The relaxation times for the SC model were directly
deduced from analytical formulas, Eqs. (B1-B4), given
in Appendix B. Their values for the quantities g(~v) = v2

and v are about two times smaller comparing to those
from the three other approaches. It means that for the
SC model the effective rate of speed-changing collisions
1/τv is two times larger than in the 3 other cases, namely
CMDS, BB and HC models, see Refs. 27 and 58 and
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Relaxation time τvx of the quan-
tity g(~v) = vx as a function of power x (the vertical axis is
normalized by multiplication by the first-order effective fre-

quency of velocity changing collision ν
(0)
H2−H2

) for pure H2.
The red points correspond to the results obtained by CMDS
while the black and green lines show the results for BB and HC
models, respectively. (b) Relaxation time τvx of the quantity
g(~v) = vx as a function of power x for H2 diluted in Ar. Here

the vertical axis is normalized by multiplication by ν
(0)
H2−Ar.

Appendix A.
In this section we have demonstrated that, in contrast

to the SC and HC models, the ab initio BB model cor-
rectly reproduces the collisional kinetics of the H2-H2

system predicted by ab initio CMDS.51 From these re-
sults one can expect that the line profiles based on the
BB model19,24 should be able to reproduce experimental
spectra of self-broadened hydrogen more accurately than
that based on the HC17,39,43,44 and SC17,24,38,42 models.

B. H2-Ar collisions

We analyze here H2-Ar collisions in very much similar
way as it has been done for pure H2. Our main goal is
to compare results from CMDS with those obtained by
the BB, HC and SC models in case of 5% H2 + 95%
Ar mixture. Nevertheless, to better illustrate the role
of small amount of H2 in this mixture, we also discuss
properties of a mixture with H2 infinitesimally diluted in

a bath of argon (the percentage content of argon in H2

+ Ar mixture wAr → 100%). In this section for all cases
we assume that the total density number of the mixture
is n = nH2

+ nAr = 1 amg.

For the hard-sphere potential from Fig. 1 (c) and for
T = 296 K the first-order effective frequency of velocity

changing collision is ν
(0)
H2−Ar = 1/(64.07 ps). Again, fol-

lowing Lindenfeld24,33 we found that for the 40Ar to H2

mass ratio α = 19.859 the fD correction factor is 1.115,
what gives νdiff,H2−Ar = 1/(71.44 ps). The BB collision
kernel, Eq. (5), for H2 perturbed by Ar is presented in
Fig. 2 (c) and (d) as black, blue and red dashed lines. The
corresponding relaxation times, evaluated also from BB
model, are collected in the BB(wAr=100%) row in Table I.
With the BB model the value of 1/τ~v is larger than the
νdiff frequency, as in the case of H2-H2 collisions. How-
ever here, for α ≈ 20, this difference is about 3.3%, which
is almost 5 times more than for pure H2 case, where the
mass ratio is α = 1.

To relate the BB description of velocity-changing col-
lisions to the CMDS reference we needed to consider a
finite content of H2 in the H2 +Ar mixture to achieve rea-
sonably low numerical noise intrinsic to CMDS. We found
that it is enough to take 5% of H2 and 95% of Ar (wAr =
0.95). For this mixture, the collision operator intro-
duced in Eq. (2) can be expressed as the weighted mean

ŜVC,mix = (1− wAr)ŜVC,H2−H2
+wArŜVC,H2−Ar, where

each of the operators ŜVC,H2−H2 and ŜVC,H2−Ar is given
for 1 amg number of density of pure H2 and Ar with
infinitesimally diluted H2, respectively. Note, how-
ever, that the frequency of velocity-changing collisions
νdiff,mix corresponding to the ŜVC,mix operator , accord-
ing to Appendix A, differs from a simple weighted mean
(1− wAr)νdiff,H2−H2

+wArνdiff,H2−Ar by 2.4%.

The collision kernels for wAr = 95% obtained from the
CMDS and BB models are shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d) as
dots and solid lines, respectively. The BB model mostly
correctly reproduces the CMDS results. Only for small
θk angles these two approaches give different kernels (the
magnitudes are different, while the shapes are similar),
see the black solid lines and black dots in Fig. 2 (c) and
(d). Underestimation of the magnitude of the scattering
probability in this case by the BB model can be related
to the lack of attractive interaction in this model. Cor-
responding relaxation times are collected in Table I. Rel-
ative differences between relaxation times obtained from
BB and CMDS models are between 3.1% and 29.6% for
5% of H2 and 95% of Ar mixture, while for pure H2 these
differences were between 0.6% and 6.8%.

The reason why the BB model reproduces better the
kinetics for the H2-H2 system than for the H2-Ar case
is that the mass ratio α is much higher for H2-Ar. As
it was examined in Ref. 35, when the mass ratio α is
higher then collisions dynamics are much more sensitive
to the form of the potential, for a given effective fre-
quency of velocity-changing collisions νdiff . Let us only
remind that in the limiting case of α → 0 the collision
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operator Ŝf
VC for any interaction potential becomes the

Fokker-Planck operator,36 which does not depend on the
interaction potential.
It is also purposeful to compare the BB results for

wAr = 95% and wAr = 100%. For the perturber bath
consisting only of argon (wAr = 100%) the BB model
relaxation time τv2 is by 20.7% longer than for mixture
containing 5% of H2, see Table I. The presence of a small
amount of the H2 perturber makes the speed relaxation
significantly faster according to much smaller mass ratio
α, see Appendix A and Refs. 27 and 58. Similar differ-
ence is noticed for τv. The other way of visualization of
this effect is the comparison of the BB collision kernels for
wAr = 95% and for wAr = 100%, see Fig. 2 (c) and (d).
In these figures the speed before collision vi is pointed by
the thin vertical line. For speeds after collision vj , which
are far from vi, the collision kernel for wAr = 100% is
much smaller than that for wAr = 95%, what means
that it is much less probable to change the speed of an
active molecule perturbed by pure argon. That explains
the observed discrepancy of relaxation times related to
the magnitude of speed or its square.
In Fig. 2 (c) and (d) we have also plotted the HC

kernel as a gray dashed line setting the value of the ef-
fective frequency of velocity-changing collisions νdiff to
rate of velocity-changing collisions 1/τ~v = 1/(65.8 ps)
from CMDS. Despite the fact that in the HC model the
νdiff parameter was adjusted (in contrast to ab initio BB
model, which originates only from potential parameters)
the HC kernel reproduces much worse the CMDS colli-
sional kernel than the BB kernel does. These discrep-
ancies lead to huge differences in autocorrelation func-
tions (see Fig. 3) and automatically to totally wrong val-
ues of relaxation times, see Table I. Similarly, the com-
monly used SC model is far from a proper description
of velocity-changing collisions for the H2-Ar system. The
effective rates of speed-changing collisions for the HC and
SC models are about 10 and 20 times larger than that
predicted by the BB model for H2-Ar collisions with α
about 20.27,58

VI. APPLICATION TO PRECISE SPECTROSCOPIC

MEASUREMENT

In this section the BB model is used to analyze the ex-
perimental spectrum of the self-perturbed H2 first over-
tone Q(1) line recorded by high sensitivity Cavity Ring
Down Spectroscopy (CRDS) near 8075 cm−1. Experi-
mental conditions have been chosen in order to enhance
the influence of velocity-changing collisions on the shape
of the optical resonance, which allows to clearly distin-
guish the ab initio BB model from simple HC and SC
models. The spectrum was recorded at a pressure of 640
Torr, which corresponds to the region of very high Dicke
narrowing. In addition, the choice of the first overtone
instead of a transition of the fundamental band leads to
a broader Doppler effect, which enhances the impact of

velocity-changing collisions on the optical resonance.

A. Experimental details

The spectrum of the H2 2-0 Q(1) line is displayed on
Fig. 5 (a). It was measured in Grenoble with a newly
developed CRDS spectrometer using a fibered External
Cavity Diode Laser (ECDL: Toptica DL pro, 1200 nm) as
light source. The set up is very similar to the CRDS spec-
trometer based on Distributed Feed Back (DFB) which
was used to achieve a record sensitivity of 5×10−13 cm−1

for CRDS1 and only an outline of the data acquisition is
given here. The 1.40 m long CRDS cell is fitted by very
high reflectivity mirrors leading to ring down times of
about 200 µs in the considered spectral interval. The
CRDS cell was filled with H2 (Fluka 99.999 % stated pu-
rity) at 640 Torr. The pressure and the ring down cell
temperature (296.13 K) were monitored during the spec-
trum acquisition. The number density n = p/(kBT ) in
this case is equal to 0.77676 amg. The absorption coef-
ficient αabs(ω) for given light frequency ω was obtained
from the cavity ring down time

αabs(ω) =
1

cτabs(ω)
− 1

cτevac(ω)
, (17)

where τabs(ω) is the ring-down time of the cavity with
absorbing gas, τevac(ω) is the ring-down time of the evac-
uated cavity and c is the light velocity.
The typical mode-hop free tuning range of this ECDL

is about 0.8 cm−1 (24 GHz). The laser frequency was
tuned over a 1.6 cm−1 (48 GHz) wide region around the
line center by changing the grating angle together with
the laser current. Three consecutive and partially over-
lapping spectra were recorded to cover the range of in-
terest. About 10 ring down events were averaged for
each spectral data point separated by 0.8 × 10−3 cm−1

(24 MHz). The noise equivalent absorption evaluated as
the rms of the baseline fluctuation is 1 × 10−11 cm−1.
The absorption coefficient at line center being close to
1× 10−6 cm−1, the signal-to-noise ratio is about 105. A
further important advantage of this ECDL compared to
DFB diode lasers used in Refs. 1 and 62 lies in its smaller
linewidth, typically 0.003 × 10−3 cm−1 (100 kHz) com-
pared to 0.07×10−3 cm−1 (2 MHz). Indeed, on the rising
and falling portions of the profile, the DFB frequency
jitter is inevitably converted to absorption fluctuations
while no effect is visible in the feet and the top of the
profile (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 62). Here, the frequency jitter
is low enough to keep those intensity fluctuations below
the intrinsic ring down noise level.
The wavenumber ω/(2πc) of the light emitted by the

laser diode was measured by a commercial Fizeau type
wavemeter HighFinesse WSU7-IR, 0.17 × 10−3 cm−1

(5 MHz) resolution, 0.7× 10−3 cm−1 (20 MHz) accuracy
over 10 hours, that allows laser frequency to be deter-
mined at a typical 100 Hz refresh rate. In order to fur-
ther refine the absolute calibration, a very low pressure
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scan was recorded showing H2O lines (present as impu-
rity) for which highly accurate positions are provided by
the HITRAN database.63 The effective absolute accuracy
of the laser wavenumber ω/(2πc) was about 10−3 cm−1.

B. Spectral analysis

The shape of an isolated line affected by Doppler
broadening, velocity-changing collisions leading to Dicke
narrowing7 as well as by speed-dependent collisional
broadening and shifting16 can be calculated using the-
ory based on solving of the proper transport/relaxation
equation.19,21,53,64 We use here the formalism presented
by Shapiro et al.53 In this formalism the spectral line
shape is given by

I(ω) =
1

π
Re

∫

d3~vfm(~v)h(ω,~v), (18)

which is the real part of a Maxwellian averaged function
h(ω,~v). The function h(ω,~v) is a solution of the following
transport/relaxation equation19,53

1 =
[

−i(ω − ω0 − ~k · ~v)− Ŝf
]

h(ω,~v), (19)

where ω − ω0 is the light detuning, ~k is the wavevector
of absorbed light and the operator Ŝf describes the in-
fluence of collisions on the shape of a spectral line. In
order to numerically calculate the spectral line shape
[Eq. (18)] the transport/relaxation equation [Eq. (19)]
is solved converting it to the set of algebraic equations.
It was done by decomposing operators and functions in
the Burnett basis.19,24,25

For the purpose of this study, we assumed that cor-
relation between phase-changing and velocity-changing
collisions16,17,64–67 can be neglected. In this case, the
collision operator can be written53

Ŝf = −Γ(v)− i∆(v) + Ŝf
VC (20)

in terms of the speed-dependent collisional width Γ(v) =
ΓBW (v/vm) and shift ∆(v) = ∆BS(v/vm) of the spec-
tral line as well as the velocity-changing collision op-

erator Ŝf
VC. Here Γ =

∫

d3~vfm(~v)Γ(v) and ∆ =
∫

d3~vfm(~v)∆(v) are averaged collision width (HWHM -
half width at half maximum) and shift, respectively. The
speed dependence of collisional broadening and shifting
is described by the dimensionless functions BW (x) and
BS(x), with x = v/vm the absorber reduced speed.8,68

Dimensionless functions BW (x) and BS(x) for H2 2-0
Q(1) line are not known. Therefore, like Tran et al,51 we
described the speed dependence of the broadening and
shifting using an empirical relation explored for the H2

1-0 band by Forsman et al.69 The BS(x) function was
adjusted to properly reproduce magnitude of collisional
shift70,71 of the measured spectral line, see Appendix C
for details. Note, however, that for molecular hydrogen

the impact of collisional velocity changes on the molec-
ular spectrum, at pressure investigated here, is signifi-
cantly larger than the impact of collisional phase/state
changes. Therefore, the use of empirical description of
collisional phase/state change does not influence signifi-
cantly the conclusions about the applicability of the ab

initio BB model of collisional velocity changes in H2 spec-
tra. The problem of a detailed analysis of the speed-
dependent effects for the first overtone Q(1) line is out of
the scope of this paper.

We used the BB model to describe the velocity-
changing collisions, which allows us to test the consid-
erations from Secs. II-V on experimental data. We call
this line-shape profile the speed-dependent billiard-ball
profile (SDeBBP),

24 where the e subscript indicates that
the empirical speed dependence of collisional broadening
and shifting was used.

Because of the lack of precise knowledge from ab initio

calculations about speed-dependent collisional broaden-
ing and shifting, a direct comparison between the the-
oretical prediction and the measured line shape cannot
be performed. The SDeBBP model was thus used to fit
experimental data. The Doppler width ωD = kvm was
set to the value corresponding to the gas temperature.
Fitted parameters were the line area A, the effective fre-
quency of the velocity-changing collisions νdiff, averaged
width Γ, averaged shift ∆ and unperturbed transition fre-
quency ω0. The measured profile as well as the residuum
from the fitted SDeBBP is presented in Fig. 5 (a) and
(g), respectively. As can be observed in Fig. 5 (g), the
residuum is dominated by the experimental noise mainly
caused by the laser instability. The values of correspond-
ing model parameters are collected in the penultimate
row in Table II. Note that the accuracy of these num-
bers is much higher than experimental ones. We pro-
vide so many digits, because the scope of this section
is not only to analyze the experimental spectrum, but
also to estimate the systematic errors originating from a
wrong choice of the line-shape model. Moreover this also
demonstrates that the precision of the measured spec-
trum significantly exceeds its accuracy.

Figures 5 (b) - (e) show the residuals from Nelkin-
Ghatak profile (NGP),17,39 speed-dependent empirical
Nelkin-Ghatak profile (SDeNGP),43,44 Galatry profile
(GP)38 and the exact speed-dependent empirical Galatry
profile (SDeGP),24 respectively. Note that the Nelkin-
Ghatak and Galatry names indicate that the HC and SC
models were used to describe the velocity-changing col-
lisions, respectively. The exact SDeGP model24 is just
SDeBBP with α = 0 and should not be mistaken with
earlier versions called convoluted SDGP40 and approxi-
mated SDGP,42 see also discussion in Ref. 45. It should
be noted that the partially-Correlated Speed-Dependent
Hard-Collision profile introduced by Pine,44 combined
with quadratic speed-dependent collisional width and
shift72 (pCqSDHC), was recently recommended for con-
struction of new spectroscopic databases and radiative
transfer calculations.73 One of the reasons for which this
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FIG. 5. (a) Experimental spectrum of self perturbed H2

first overtone Q(1) line measured at p = 640 Torr and
T = 296.13 K. (b) - (g) Residuals from Nelkin-Ghatak pro-
file (NGP), speed-dependent empirical Nelkin-Ghatak profile
(SDeNGP), Galatry profile (GP), speed-dependent empiri-
cal Galatry profile (SDeGP), billiard-balls profile (BBP) and
speed-dependent empirical billiard-balls profile (SDeBBP),
respectively.

profile was chosen is that, in the case of quadratic speed
dependence of collisional width and shift,72 a very ef-
ficient algorithm for its evaluation was proposed.74–77

While this profile allows for a very accurate description
of the line shape of different molecular systems, for the
particular case of the extremely light H2 molecule, it was
shown that this pCqSDHC model leads to relatively large
residuals, up to 3%.74 More flexible description of spec-
tral line shapes78 was proposed using a combination of
soft and hard collisions9,11 and tested on H2 lines.79,80

The values of fitted parameters are listed in Table II.
In the cases of NGP, GP and BBP the collisional shift ∆

has not been fitted, since for the models without speed
dependency it is completely correlated to the ω0 param-
eter.
Comparing Fig. 5 (b) for NGP and Fig. 5 (c) for

SDeNGP as well as Fig. 5 (d) for GP and Fig. 5 (e) for
SDeGP one may observe that the presence of the speed
dependence of collisional broadening and shifting reduces
but does not eliminate the discrepancy with the exper-
imental spectrum. These figures are in contrast with
Fig. 5 (g) for the SDeBBP. It should be noted that the
same number of fitted parameters was used to fit the ex-
perimental spectrum in case of SDeNGP, SDeGP, and
SDeBBP.

For the H2-H2 system under the considered conditions,
a proper description of velocity-changing collisions is cru-
cial. When we compare magnitude of profiles parame-
ters, listed in Table II, we clearly see that the line shape
is dominated by the Doppler broadening affected by the
velocity changing collisions. The speed-dependent colli-
sional broadening and shifting are characterized by Γ and
∆, which are one order of magnitude smaller than ωD de-
scribing Doppler broadening and νdiff describing rate of
the velocity-changing collisions. It is crucial to empha-
sise that the remaining residuals seen on Figs. 5 (c) and
(e) are larger than those in Fig. 5 (g). It is a direct ex-
perimental manifestation of the improper description of
velocity-changing collisions in pure H2 by the HC and
SC models discussed in Sec. VA (see Figs. 2, 3 and 4).
As it was already observed25,46,81 residuals of fitted line
shapes at the Doppler regime are very sensitive to details
of velocity-changing collisions. The remaining residuals
from SDeBBP, Fig. 5 (g), can be caused by the use of
a simple phenomenological width and shift speed depen-
dence. The other source of differences can be due to
the fact that the billiard-ball model does not perfectly
reproduce the H2-H2 potential. It was shown in Ref. 35
how the change of the interaction potential can affect the
Dicke narrowed spectrum.
Since the SDeBBP leads to the best description of the

shape of measured spectral line, it is worthy to analyze
in more detail the results obtained with this model. The
frequency of the velocity-changing collisions per molecule
density, νdiff/n, determined from the SDeBBP fit was
1/(125.29) ps−1amg−1, while we obtained, at 296 K,
1/(113.45) ps−1amg−1 with our BB model (Sec. VA).
As can be seen the fitted one is smaller by almost 12%.
Note that if the frequency of the velocity-changing colli-
sions is known for a given pressure p1 and temperature
T1 then, within the BB model, it can be easily recalcu-
lated for other conditions characterised by some other
p2 and T2 via the relation νdiff(p1, T1)/νdiff(p2, T2) =

(p1/p2)
√

T2/T1. Furthermore, the frequency of velocity-
changing collisions can be related to the diffusion coef-
ficient D from Eq. (A1) and compared with other ex-
perimental results. Diffusion coefficients obtained by us
for number density 1 amg and temperature 296 K are
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TABLE II. Model parameters retrieved from the fits to the experimental spectrum of the 2-0 Q(1) line of H2 near 8075 cm−1.
The Doppler broadening was fixed to ωD/(2πc) = 0.0420997 cm−1, since the measurement was performed at T = 296.13 K.
The spectrum was recorded at a pressure of 640 Torr, what within the ab initio calculations for the BB model leads to
νdiff/(2πc) = 0.0364 cm−1.

Line profile A (10−6 cm−2) νdiff
2πc

(cm−1) Γ
2πc

(cm−1) ∆
2πc

(cm−1) ω0
2πc

(cm−1)

NGP 0.0537103 (195) 0.029260 (76) 0.0028751 (228) −0.002874 (fixed) 8075.307776 (5)

SDeNGP 0.0538637 (111) 0.026065 (27) 0.0032163 (136) −0.003182 (17) 8075.308470 (24)

GP 0.0542928 (140) 0.042220 (60) 0.0042908 (153) −0.002874 (fixed) 8075.307775 (3)

SDeGP 0.0544043 (90) 0.036999 (28) 0.0045487 (102) −0.003455 (17) 8075.308695 (22)

BBP 0.0541343 (128) 0.038174 (55) 0.0039175 (144) −0.002874 (fixed) 8075.307776 (3)

SDeBBP 0.0542404 (46) 0.032920 (13) 0.0041715 (53) −0.002874 (7) 8075.308114 (10)

SDeBBP 0.0542404 (45) 0.032920 (13) 0.0041715 (53) −0.002874 (fixed) 8075.308114 (1)

1.530 cm2/s for SDeBBP fit and 1.385 cm2/s for ab ini-

tio BB model. The earlier experimental determinations,
corresponding also to 1 amg and 296 K, are 1.35 cm2/s82

and 1.34 cm2/s.83

The 12% underestimation of the νdiff frequency ob-
tained from SDeBBP fit suggests that for this system
the dephasing and velocity-changing contributions are
slightly correlated. Moreover the simplified empirical
treatment of the collisional broadening and shifting speed
dependence can also contribute to these differences. For
instance, we verified that the use of hypergeometric speed
dependence of Γ(v) and ∆(v) leads to 14% change of
νdiff. Nevertheless, to be sure about it, a full quantum
calculations of H2-H2 scattering taking into account both
the dephasing and velocity-changing parts should be per-
formed.
It is easy to see from Table II, that the use of im-

proper description of velocity-changing collisions can lead
to significant systematic error of the retrieved line-shape
parameters. It is especially important if the aim is ultra-
precise determination of some line parameters. To show
the potential of the data used here, we fixed ∆ in our fit
to remove the strong correlation between ∆ and ω0. In
fact, such correlation can be removed recording various
spectra at different pressure and using a multispectrum
fitting technique.84 This may allow a potential determi-
nation of the line position, as whole including ∆ and ω0,
with a precision of about 10−6 cm−1 (30 kHz). At this
level of precision a proper description of collisions is cru-
cial for an accurate determination of line frequency.
Taking into account that an effective absolute accu-

racy of the laser frequency was about 10−3 cm−1, the
unperturbed frequency of the first overtone Q(1) line de-
termined from SDeBBP, see Table II, is consistent with
the previous theoretical value 8075.3074 cm−1 reported
in Ref. 49 based on the approach developed by Komasa et
al.85 On the other hand the thermally averaged collisional
shift can be estimated from the single line shape fitting
thanks to its speed dependence, however, result will be
dramatically dependent on the form of assumed BS(x)
function. Finally, the line intensity determined from
SDeBBP 25.990 × 10−28 cm−1/(molecule/cm2) agrees

very well, within 0.04%, with the theoretical value
25.980×10−28 cm−1/(molecule/cm2) reported in Ref. 49.
Note that the use of simplified models leads to signif-
icantly higher discrepancies with this theoretical value.
For instance for speed-dependent line shapes the discrep-
ancies are −0.66% and 0.34% for SDeNGP and SDeGP,
respectively, while for speed-independent line shapes the
discrepancies are −0.94% and 0.13% for NGP and GP,
respectively.
The other parameters of the line shape will not be

discussed in so much detail. The magnitude of Γ or ∆
(and consequently also ω0) will very strongly depend on
assumed or fitted speed dependence of collisional broad-
ening and shifting. It would also require analysis of mea-
sured line shapes in a large range of pressures, but again
this is out of the scope of this paper.
Handling the physical mechanisms underlying the line

shape models is of huge importance for metrological ap-
plications, because it allows not only to obtain the model
fit with smaller residuum, but also to reduce the system-
atic errors of retrieved parameters in a controlled way.
Clearly, the use of realistic description of collisions in
line shape calculations is crucial for different applications
such as the spectroscopic determination of the Boltzmann
constant,4,5,46,86 testing quantum treatment of molecules
with high precision (in particular, line intensities)49 or
search for new fundamental physical effects.87,88

Comparing the descriptions of the velocity-changing
collisions given by various models (see Sec. VA) and
corresponding residua (see Fig. 5) it is clear that from
these approaches the BB model gives the best descrip-
tion of velocity-changing collisions for pure H2. For
further development several improvements will be re-
quired. The description of the velocity-changing colli-
sions should be based on realistic interaction potential
having a long range attractive part instead of the simple
hard-sphere potential. The empirical speed dependence
of collisional broadening and shifting should be replaced
with results obtained from ab initio quantum-mechanical
calculations of H2-H2 scattering performed for the appro-
priate first overtone line. Ultimately, the velocity chang-
ing and dephasing should be coherently included in the
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collision operator determining the shape of the spectral
line. This fully ab initio line shape calculation based
on quantum-mechanical scattering of H2, intrinsically,
should also resolve how important the correlations be-
tween the velocity-changing and dephasing contributions
are.
It was demonstrated that H2 rovibrational transitions

are very sensitive to speed dependence of collisional
broadening and shifting as well as to details of velocity-
changing collisions. Moreover, because of its simplic-
ity, H2 can be described accurately in the ab initio way.
Therefore it is an excellent system for testing line shape
models. In molecular systems containing H very often
deviations from Voigt profile are enhanced comparing to
other atmospheric molecules. Critical verification of line
shape models in this kind of systems can be very helpful
for construction of new spectroscopic data basis.73,78,89

Especially this is important for minimizing and quantify-
ing the systemic errors of collected data. Line shape mod-
els verified on more demanding systems can be applied
to other molecular systems, important in atmospheric re-
search, which are less sensitive to speed dependences of
collisional broadening or velocity-changing collisions.

VII. SUMMARY

In this paper we quantified, in ab initio way, the sys-
tematic errors in H2 spectra analysis caused by the use of
oversimplified models of the velocity-changing collisions
like the soft- or hard-collisions models, which are com-
monly applied in molecular spectra interpretation. These
results are crucial from the point of view of recent very
rapid developments of ultra-accurate spectroscopic mea-
surements, where effective accuracy is no longer limited
by experimental imperfections, but by the use of wrong
line-shape models.4,5,25

We showed that the BB model properly describes the
velocity-changing collisions for H2-H2 and H2-Ar. We did
it by relating the results obtained from the BB model to
those from ab initio CMDS. Firstly, we showed a con-
sistency between very principal collisional properties like
frequency of the velocity-changing collisions or the colli-
sion kernels. Then we developed an operator formalism,
which allows to evaluate the autocorrelation functions
for any model of the velocity-changing collisions. That
allowed us to show that the gas kinetics, characterized
by autocorrelation functions relaxations, predicted by the
BB model is consistent with those obtained from ab initio

CMDS. Moreover, we showed that these collisional prop-
erties derived from the simple phenomenological soft- and
hard-collision models are far different than those resulted
from the BB model and CMDS.
The accurate description of collisional velocity changes

provided by the BB model is know well supported by its
good agreement with CMDS and experimental spectra.
Application of this model seems to be essential to improve
effective accuracy of optical metrology of molecular sys-

tems based on the Doppler-limited spectroscopy. It is
especially important for molecular hydrogen at pressures
well below the high-pressure regime, where the collisional
effects related to the velocity changes have significantly
bigger impact on the spectral line shape than the effects
related to molecule phase and state changes. For other
systems, well controlled quantification of these system-
atic errors will allow to increase the accuracy in many,
recently rapidly developing, fields of optical metrology
like spectroscopic determination of Boltzmann constant,
where at the moment the main contribution to the er-
ror budget comes from oversimplified treatment of the
spectral line shape.4,5
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Appendix A: Effective frequency of velocity-changing

collisions

The effective frequency of velocity-changing collisions

νdiff =
v2m
2D

(A1)

related to the diffusion coefficient D can be evaluated di-
rectly from the velocity-changing collisions operator Ŝf

VC.

When a given operator Ŝf
VC is decomposed in the Burnett

functions basis then a corresponding effective frequency
of velocity-changing collisions νdiff can be found solving
the set of following linear equations for an coefficients24,33

−
∞
∑

n′=0

[Ŝf
VC]n1,n′1an′ = δn,0, (A2)

where [Ŝf
VC]nl,n′l′ are matrix elements of the Ŝf

VC opera-
tor in the Burnett basis. Here we use the notation from
Ref. 24. Note that the Burnett functions are identified
with two numbers l and n,54 however in Eq. (A2) only the
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elements with l = 1 are needed. The effective frequency
of the velocity-changing collisions is given by νdiff = 1/a0,
where a0 is solution of Eq. (A2).
The first-order approximation of νdiff, which also ap-

proximates τ~v, is ν(0) = −[Ŝf
VC]01,01 ≈ 1/τ~v. The ratio

of ν(0) and νdiff is denoted as fD = ν(0)/νdiff. The first-
order approximation can provide also information about
speed-changing collisions. The effective rate of speed-
changing collisions can be characterized by τv2 the relax-
ation time of v2. The first-order effective rate of speed-
changing collisions can be given in the following form

1/τv2 ≈ −[Ŝf
VC]10,10. Both these expressions given in

the first-order approximation for the effective frequency
of velocity-changing collisions as well as for the effective
rate of speed-changing collisions are exact if the collision

operator Ŝf
VC is diagonal in the Burnett basis. This is the

case for the SC or HC models. Within the framework of
the BB model, expression for the first-order approxima-
tion to the effective rate of speed-changing collisions can
be written as 1/τv2 ≈ ν(0)2/(1 + α), see Ref. 27.
In case of gas mixture the velocity-changing collision

operator ŜVC,mix can be written as sum

ŜVC,mix =
∑

i

ŜVC,i (A3)

of operators ŜVC,i describing velocity-changing collisions
between the molecule under consideration and each com-
ponent of the mixture. It is obvious that the first-order

effective frequencies of velocity-changing collisions ν
(0)
mix

and ν
(0)
i corresponding to operators ŜVC,mix and ŜVC,i,

respectively, fulfil ordinary sum relation ν
(0)
mix =

∑

i ν
(0)
i .

The same can be shown for effective rates of speed-
changing collisions in the first-order approximation. The
ordinary sum will be also exact for not approximated

quantities if all collision operators Ŝf
VC,i are diagonal in

the Burnett basis, however it is not true in a general case.
Possible discrepancies between νdiff,mix and ordinary

sum
∑

i νdiff,i can be illustrated on example of two com-
ponent gas mixture. We consider two components of per-
turbers 1 and 2. Velocity-changing collisions of active
molecules are described by BB model with perturber to
active molecule mass ratios αi and effective frequency of
velocity-changing collisions νdiff,i given for each compo-
nent. We will focus on the case were α1 = 1, typical in
mixture were some self-broadening takes place and the
other α2 varies. In Figure 6 for different α2 we present
dependence of the ratio y = νdiff,mix/(νdiff,1 + νdiff,2) on
the relative contribution of component 1 to all collisions
caused by both components 1 and 2, x = νdiff,1/(νdiff,1 +
νdiff,2). If only collisions caused by component 1 are im-
portant x = 1. In the opposite case, where only collisions
caused by component 2 are important x = 0. In a mid-
dle case for 0 < x < 1 both components 1 and 2 are
contributing to velocity changing collisions.
As can be seen from Fig. 6, if components have

very different masses, like it is in the case of H2-Ar,

Α2=0
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1.015

x

y

FIG. 6. (Color online) Relation between a normalized effec-
tive frequency of the velocity-changing collisions for a two
component mixture, y = νdiff,mix/(νdiff,1 + νdiff,2) and the pa-
rameter x = νdiff,1/(νdiff,1 + νdiff,2). This result was obtained
with the BB model. The first component of the perturber was
assumed to have the same mass as the considered molecule
(α1 = 1), while the mass ratio of the second component of
the perturber to the considered molecule was varying from
α2 = 0 up to 100.

νdiff,mix can be larger at most by 1.5% than ordinary
sum νdiff,H2-H2

+ νdiff,H2-Ar. In a more common case of
atmospheric gases where their mass differ not more than
by factor of two, the discrepancies will be below 0.2%.
For the mixture of 5% H2 + 95% Ar, from ab initio BB
model we have νdiff,H2-H2 = 0.05/(113.45 ps) = 0.44 ×
109(1/s) in 0.05 amg and νdiff,H2-Ar = 0.95/(71.44 ps) =
13.30 × 109(1/s) in 0.95 amg what gives x = 0.032 and
y = 1.0024 marked as a blue dot in Fig. 6. As can be seen
the correction to the ordinary sum of the effective fre-
quencies of velocity-changing collisions is less than 0.3%.

In case of the effective rates of speed-changing colli-
sions, also from ab initio BB model, we have 1/τv2,mix =
1/(576.7 ps) in 1 amg, 1/τv2,H2

= 0.05/(114.4 ps) in
0.05 amg and 1/τv2,Ar = 0.95/(733.6 ps) in 0.95 amg
what gives x = 0.252 and y = 1.0012. The correction to
the ordinary sum of the effective rates of speed-changing
collisions is 0.12%.

Discussion presented in this appendix is also related
to earlier work by Hoang et al,58 where properties of the
relaxation times ratio τ~v/τv, called therein the memory
parameter, for mixtures were investigated. They showed
nonlinearity of the τ~v/τv ratio with fractional concentra-
tion of the mixture.

On the other hand the ratio of matrix elements
[Ŝf

VC]10,10/[Ŝ
f
VC]01,01, which in first order approxi-

mates the relaxation times ratio τ~v/τv2 , was intro-
duced in Ref. 27 as an estimation of so called hardness
parameter.27 A very good consistency between results
from Refs. 27 and 58, for a wide range of perturber to
absorber mass ratio α, was demonstrated.
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Appendix B: Autocorrelation functions for hard and soft

collisions

In the limit of α→ 0 the BB model as well as any other
model strictly based on interaction potential of colliding
molecules is equivalent to the SC model. In this case the
autocorrelation functions given by Eq. (15) for g(~v) = ~v,
v2, v and ~v/v take simple analytical forms

Φ~v(t) = v2m
3

2
e−νdifft, (B1)

Φv2(t) = v4m

(

9

4
+

3

2
e−2νdifft

)

, (B2)

Φv(t) = v2m

∞
∑

n=0

(1 + 2n)(2n)!

π(4n2 − 1)2(n!)24n−1
e−2nνdifft, (B3)

Φ~v/v(t) =
∞
∑

n=0

2(2n)!

π( 32 + n)( 12 + n)(n!)24n
e−(1+2n)νdifft,

(B4)
where νdiff is an effective frequency of velocity-changing
collisions. Equations (B1) and (B2) are equal to the for-
mulas derived with the Keilson-Storer model in the soft-
collisions limit presented in Ref. 51. In contrast to the
SC model, all autocorrelation functions for the HC model
decay with the same rate51

Φ~v(t) = v2m
3

2
e−νdifft, (B5)

Φv2(t) = v4m

(

9

4
+

3

2
e−νdifft

)

, (B6)

Φv(t) = v2m

[

4

π
+

(

3

2
− 4

π

)

e−νdifft

]

, (B7)

Φ~v/v(t) = e−νdifft. (B8)

Appendix C: Empirical speed dependence of collisional

broadening and shifting

Following Forsman et al69 and Tran et al,51 we as-
sumed that the dependence of the collisional width
Γ(r)(vr) and shift Γ(r)(vr) on the relative perturber-
absorber speed vr can be approximated by simple an-
alytical functions:

Γ(r)(vr) = A+ Bv2r , (C1)

∆(r)(vr) = C +Dvr, (C2)

where A, B, C and D are empirical constants. The speed-
dependent collisional width Γ(v) and shift ∆(v) as a func-
tions of the absorber speed v:

Γ(v) =

(

A+
3

2
v2mB

)

+ Bv2, (C3)

∆(v) =

C + vmD
(

1√
π
e−(v/vm)2 +

1

2
(1 + 2(v/vm)2)

Erf(v/vm)

(v/vm)

)

(C4)

are obtained by averaging Eqs. (C1) and (C2) over
Maxwellian distribution of perturber velocities, see Ref.
68. The averaged collision width Γ and shift ∆ are given
by the following expressions:

Γ = A+ 3Bv2m = A+ (B 6kB
m1

)T, (C5)

∆ = C + 2
√
2√
π
Dvm = C + (D

√

16kB
πm1

)
√
T . (C6)

Note that Equations (C3-C6) are valid only for the self-
perturbed case (α = 1).
The speed dependence of collisional broadening and

shifting is described by the dimensionless functions
BW (x) and BS(x) defined as:8,68

BW (x) =
Γ(xvm)

Γ
, (C7)

and

BS(x) =
∆(xvm)

∆
. (C8)

The speed dependencies of collision broadening and
shifting for H2 2-0 Q(1) line are not known. There-
fore, like Tran et al,51 we approximate BW (x) and BS(x)
functions by functions corresponding to H2 1-0 Q(1)
transition, deduced from experimental data reported by
Forsman et al.69 Following Forsman et al,69 we took
A = −6.1× 10−4 cm−1, B = 2.01× 10−10 cm−1/(m2/s2)
and C = −0.017 cm−1. We adjusted D = 4.39 ×
10−6 cm−1/(m/s) to reproduce for the SDeBBP fit a
value of ∆ consistent with recently measured collisional
shifting coefficient −3.7 × 10−3 cm−1amagat−1.70 Simi-
lar value was reported by Kelley and Bragg71 and is just
between other experimental results.90,91
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